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Mercer goes live with Eqilize




The implementation of digital advice solution Eqilize completed within three-months
Eqilize affirmed as the preferred digital advice offering among superannuation providers
Mercer positioned to provide digital financial advice solutions across its Mercer Super Trust (MST) and the
super funds it administers.

Decimal Software Limited (ASX: DSX; “Decimal” or “the Company”) is pleased to announce that leading super
and financial advice provider Mercer Australia has successfully implemented Decimal’s Eqilize solution.
Mercer Australia, which is one of Decimal’s foundation clients and partners, now has the capability to offer the
Eqilize digital advice solution to more than two million Australians through its Mercer Super Trust (MST) and
over 170 funds it administers.
Decimal CEO Nic Pollock said the successful implementation, which was completed within just a few months of
the scope being agreed, positions Mercer at the forefront of innovative, meaningful engagement with members.
“Superannuation today is a competitive market and funds need scale to evolve,” Mr Pollock said.
“Technology, and in particular digital advice, empowers funds regardless of size or whether they’re retail or
industry focused, with an ability to better engage members more meaningfully, and to grow and retain
membership.
“The latest implementation demonstrates the relevance and effectiveness of the digital advice solutions that
Eqilize offers the superannuation industry.
“While Eqilize is offered largely as an out-of-the-box solution, allowing fast rollout and ease of implementation,
it is highly configurable to the needs of individual superannuation providers.
“This allows our clients to brand it as their own and configure their various customer journeys with integration
to other required services such as phone and traditional channels,” Mr Pollock said.
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About Decimal
Decimal is an Australian company which has developed the world’s first omni-channel, cloud based
automated (‘robo’) advice platform designed to operate with any existing product. The platform, which
includes embedded compliance features, enables enterprises to provide consumer-driven automated
financial advice and execution to the mass consumer market with global application. Prior to now this
has not been viable or technically possible, providing Decimal with a first mover advantage. Decimal
partners with Financial Institutions of all sizes including banks, superfunds, credit unions, insurers,
mortgage brokers and dealer groups to enable the execution of Financial Service advice via a seamless
omni-channel solution. See www.decimal.com.au.

About Mercer
Mercer is a global consulting leader in talent, health, retirement and investments. Mercer helps clients
around the world advance the health, wealth and careers of their most vital asset – their people.
Mercer’s more than 20,000 employees are based in 43 countries and the firm operates in over 140
countries. Mercer is a wholly owned subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Companies (NYSE: MMC), a
global professional services firm offering clients advice and solutions in the areas of risk, strategy and
people. With annual revenue of $13 billion and 60,000 colleagues worldwide, Marsh & McLennan
Companies is also the parent company of Marsh, a leader in insurance broking and risk management;
Guy Carpenter, a leader in providing risk and reinsurance intermediary services; and Oliver Wyman, a
leader in management consulting.

